### Grooming Aids

#### Show Touch-up Black & White
- 2633 black 14-oz.
- 2634 white 14-oz.

#### White ‘N Bright Shampoo
White ‘N Bright Shampoo contains coconut oil derivatives to moisturize and increase the absorbency of added optical brighteners that bring out the brilliance in white and light-colored coat coats. Works with either hot or cold water to remove the worst stains.
- 6801 32-oz.
- 6901 8-lb.

#### eZall Total Body Wash
Provides an effective and safe wash for all animals. For a clean coat that won’t attract mites or foster fungus.
- 374079 32-oz. spray bottle
- 374080 1-gal. refill 4/cs
- 374081 5-gal. tcs

#### eZall Multi-Purpose Cleaner
Cleans saddle pads, blankets, sheets, trailer floors, mats, and more.
- 374083 32-oz. spray bottle
- 374078 1-gal. refill

#### eZall Truck and Trailer Wash
An all-natural, foam-on, readily biodegradable wash for trucks, trailers, and other vehicles.
- 374082 32-oz. spray bottle
- 374078 1-gal. refill

#### eZall Truck & Trailer Wash
A more effective, time-saving way to wash horses.
- 3549 100-oz.

#### eZall Multi-Purpose Cleaner
Cleans saddle pads, blankets, sheets, trailer floors, mats, and more.
- 374083 32-oz. spray bottle
- 374078 1-gal. refill

#### eZall Solutions Foaming Tool
A more effective, time-saving way to reach hard-to-reach places.
- 3534 1-qt.

#### EQ Body Wash
An all-natural, foam-on, readily biodegradable wash for horses and other domestic animals.
- 3536 1-qt.
- 3541 100-oz.

#### Shapley’s Magic Sheen
An oil-free hair polish that produces exceptional shine and lustrous healthy hair-coats. It repels dust and dirt while preventing straws. Magic Sheen detangles manes and tails with no drying effect!
- 2632 32-oz.

#### EQ All Surface Wash w/Foamer
An all-natural, foam-on, readily biodegradable multi-purpose cleaner for all your equipment, including saddle pads, sheets, blankets, split boots, cinches, trailer interiors, and stall floors.
- 3543 1-qt.
- 3542 100-oz.

#### EQ Truck & Trailer Wash
An all-natural, foam-on, readily biodegradable wash for trucks, trailers, and other vehicles.
- 3544 1-qt.
- 3549 100-oz.

#### AQ All Surface Wash w/Foamer
An all-natural, foam-on, readily biodegradable multi-purpose cleaner for all your equipment, including saddle pads, sheets, blankets, split boots, cinches, trailer interiors, and stall floors.
- 3543 1-qt.
- 3542 100-oz.

#### EQ Truck & Trailer Wash
A more effective, time-saving way to wash horses.
- 3534 1-qt.

#### EQ Body Wash
An all-natural, foam-on, readily biodegradable wash for horses and other domestic animals.
- 3536 1-qt.
- 3541 100-oz.

#### EQ Body Wash
Provides an effective and safe wash for all animals. For a clean coat that won’t attract mites or foster fungus.
- 374079 32-oz. spray bottle
- 374080 1-gal. refill 4/cs
- 374081 5-gal. tcs

#### eZall Adhesive Remover
Removes adhesives, glues and paints!
- 3534 1-qt.
- 3543 1-qt.
- 3549 100-oz.

#### EQ Solutions Foaming Tool
A more effective, time-saving way to reach hard-to-reach places.
- 374170

#### EQ Solutions Foaming Tool
A more effective, time-saving way to reach hard-to-reach places.
- 374170

#### Equral Foam Tool
Professional applicator
- 374054

#### Laser Sheen Spray
Laser Sheen Ready-to-Use combines the same popular high-tech formula as our concentrate but requires no mixing. It is convenient to apply anywhere, anytime. Laser Sheen Ready-to-Use gives your horse that show-ring shine. Keeps your horse’s coat glossy and mane and tail free of tangles for up to a full week.
- 6796 32-oz.

#### Laser Sheen Concentrate
Laser Sheen high-tech silicone hair polish gives your horse’s coat instant highlights to emphasize and define conformation. Mane and tail become softer, shinier and more manageable. Never oily or sticky. Laser Sheen is gentle enough for horses with sensitive skin. Repels dust and dirt and prevents stains from grass, urine, manure and lard. One application lasts up to a full week. Laser Sheen Concentrate mixes with water. Just 3 oz. makes a full quart of finished product.
- 6795 12-oz.

#### Laser Sheen Concentrate
Laser Sheen high-tech silicone hair polish gives your horse’s coat instant highlights to emphasize and define conformation. Mane and tail become softer, shinier and more manageable. Never oily or sticky. Laser Sheen is gentle enough for horses with sensitive skin. Repels dust and dirt and prevents stains from grass, urine, manure and lard. One application lasts up to a full week. Laser Sheen Concentrate mixes with water. Just 3 oz. makes a full quart of finished product.
- 6795 12-oz.

#### White ‘N Bright
Great benefits of Vetrinl White ‘N Bright shampoo in an easy-to-use spray applicator.
- 3741970

#### EQ Truck & Trailer Wash
A more effective, time-saving way to reach hard-to-reach places.
- 374058

#### EQ Solutions Foaming Tool
A more effective, time-saving way to reach hard-to-reach places.
- 374170
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**Instant Detangler**
The Santa Fe Instant Detangler is formulated with show-enhancements for a high-gloss finish. It eliminates fly-aways and leaves hair braidable and handleable.
375213 8-oz.

**Slick 'N Easy**
Fiberglass grooming block is the easy, low-cost way to remove horse hair, dust, and dirt. Leaves the horse’s coat slick, shine, and easier to braid. Perfect for the show, each Slick ‘N Easy Horse Grooming Block will groom 10-15 horses.
6812 block

**ShowSheen**
ShowSheen’s unique formula provides the serious horse owner with an unsurpassed multipurpose grooming aid. ShowSheen’s non-tacky formula keeps manes and tails tangle-free. It makes coats smooth and sleek, and it accentuates body tone and definition. ShowSheen repels dust, dirt, and stains and can cut grooming time in half.
7248 qt.
7249 gal.

**Mane ‘n Tail Whitener**
ShowClean contains powerful UV brighteners that will brighten and highlight any color coat. Black coats look lustrous, white coats look whiter, and the coats of chestnut look deeper.
375209 32-oz.

**Concentrate Spray-Away**
A quick-cleaning, gentle body wash for your horse.
713072 16-oz.

**Mineral Ice**
A cool, fast, temporary relief of minor aches and pains.
3561 1-lb.

**Pro-Tect Medicated Shampoo**
Antimicrobial medicated shampoo. Effective against skin problems associated with bacteria, yeast, mold, fungi and viruses.
3573 32-oz.

**Spray’n Braid**
Spray-on professional grooming grip for tighter braids, neater banding and easier mane training.
713075 16-oz.

**Vetrolin Shine**
Ready-to-use spray puts a brilliant shine on coats, manes, and tails. Includes vitamin E, conditioners, and PABA sunscreen to protect skin and coat from wind, weather, and sun. Vetrolin Shine makes manes and tails more manageable and repels dust and dirt.
3306 32-oz.
3307 64-oz.

**Clear Eyes**
Clear Eyes provides daily eye care for horses. Relieves irritation due to dust, dirt, and wind. Clear Eyes is formulated in an aqueous base that blends with the natural fluids of the eye.
6789 3.5-oz.

**ShowClean**
The world’s No. 1 selling formula. This exclusive, original, highly concentrated formula has a unique action that helps to achieve a longer, healthier mane and tail. Results can be seen after one application. Helps prevent breakage of hair, repairs split ends, keeps hair tangle-free and silky looking, combats itching and flaking of dandruff, and protects against sun and wind damage.
2736 12-oz. shampoo
2737 32-oz. shampoo
2738 12-oz. conditioner
2739 32-oz. conditioner

**Detangler & Shine**
The solution for tangle and knot-free manes and tails.
713067 12-oz.
713076 4-oz. tube

**Detangler**
The solution for tangle and knot-free manes and tails.
711910 32-oz.

**Spray-Away Concentrate**
A quick-cleaning, gentle body wash for your horse.
713073 32-oz.
713074 1-gal.

**Spray’n White**
A revolutionary deep-cleaning, whitening shampoo/conditioning spray.
711308 32-oz.

**Pro-Tect Wound Cream**
Eliminates harmful organisms for faster healing which provides a complete healing treatment and protection.
713057 6-oz.
Aloedine Shampoo combines aloe vera gel, an amazing moisturizer, with 0.2% iodine. Regular use of Aloedine will help reduce the risk of painful, hard-to-heal skin conditions. Aloedine develops a rich lather that penetrates deep and cleanses contaminated areas. Approved for use on horses and dogs.

Vetrolin Bath is a protein-enriched conditioning shampoo. It washes away dirt and dandruff with a rich, thick lather. Vetrolin Bath protects skin and coats with conditioners, vitamin E and PABA sunscreen. Rinses out quickly and easily while leaving coat shiny and manageable.

Viodine Medicated Shampoo is a high-potency, pH-balanced iodine shampoo. It contains 5% povidone-iodine and aids in the treatment and prevention of bacterial and fungal skin infections.

Cowboy Magic Detangler & Shine is a pure conditioning, no water or alcohol, does not dry hair.

Cowboy Magic Rosewater Shampoo contains a silk conditioner that dissolves dirt and cleans hair.

Cowboy Magic Rosewater Conditioner is a conditioning shampoo that washes away dirt and dandruff with a rich, thick lather.

Cowboy Magic Greenspot Remover is a shower-in-a-bottle formulated to remove manure and urine spots instantly.

Cowboy Magic Shine In Yellowout is a treatment for scratches, mud rash, saddle rash, grass fever, rain rot, winter rain rot, scab, dew poisoning, bacterial folliculitis/bacterial furunculosis, necrotizing fasciitis, pattern folliculitis, dermatophilosis and staphylococcal dermatitis. It kills gram positive, gram negative bacteria, fungus and common disease germs. Helps to prevent spread of contagious skin disease.

Cowboy Magic Super Bodyshine is a direct sun and show ring lights. It contains a silk conditioner that dissolves dirt and cleans hair.

Cowboy Magic Rainrot Shampoo is a treatment for rain rot, rain acid, scratches and ringworm.

Cowboy Magic Thrush Killer is a treatment for scratches, mud rash, saddle rash, grease heel, rain rot, winter rain scald, dew poisoning, bacterial folliculitis/bacterial furunculosis, necrotizing fasciitis, pattern folliculitis, dermatophilosis and staphylococcal dermatitis. It kills gram positive, gram negative bacteria, fungus and common disease germs. Helps to prevent spread of contagious skin disease.

Viodine Medicated Shampoo is a high-potency, pH-balanced iodine shampoo. It contains 5% povidone-iodine and aids in the treatment and prevention of bacterial and fungal skin infections.

Cowboy Magic Thresh In Yellowout is a treatment for scratches, mud rash, saddle rash, grass fever, rain rot, winter rain rot, scab, dew poisoning, bacterial folliculitis/bacterial furunculosis, necrotizing fasciitis, pattern folliculitis, dermatophilosis and staphylococcal dermatitis. It kills gram positive, gram negative bacteria, fungus and common disease germs. Helps to prevent spread of contagious skin disease.
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Avocado Mist Detangler
A botanical oil-free, silicone-free, leave-on conditioning spray that maintains moisture balance within the hair shaft.
702802 qt.
702801 gal.

Marigold Spray
A natural botanical insect spray that contains an ingredient isolated from marigolds to provide a safe, non-insecticide repellent.
702804 qt.
702803 gal.

Mega-Tek Coat Rebuilder
Stimulates and promotes rapid hair and hoof growth without the use of synthetic polymers, oils, or petroleum-based products.
702806 pt.

Micro-Tek Blanket Wash
Stops the spread of ringworm, scratches, girth itch, and other skin problems.
702808 qt.
702807 gal.

Micro-Tek Medicated Gel
Minimizes the appearance of scars. Provides leave-on protection which continues to work for over 24 hours.
702809 16-oz.

Premier Shampoo
Absolutely the finest shampoo ever made. Leaves the hair shaft completely clean. Dry, flaky skin disappears. Colors will be brighter.
702817 qt.
702816 gal.

Stimulates and promotes rapid hair and hoof growth without the use of synthetic polymers, oils, or petroleum-based products.

Premier Cream Rinse Conditioner
Developed specifically to condition rough, dry, brittle hair and make tangles disappear.
702815 qt.

Premier Rehydrant Spray
A botanical spray developed specifically to keep moisture to the coat at an accelerated rate over a long period of time.
702819 qt.
702818 gal.

Premier Shampoo
Absolutely the finest shampoo ever made. Leaves the hair shaft completely clean. Dry, flaky skin disappears. Colors will be brighter.
702817 qt.
702816 gal.

Premier Cream Rinse Conditioner
Developed specifically to condition rough, dry, brittle hair and make tangles disappear.
702815 qt.

Premier Rehydrant Spray
A botanical spray developed specifically to keep moisture to the coat at an accelerated rate over a long period of time.
702819 qt.
702818 gal.

Survivor Detangler & Shine
Blend of ingredients creates the greatest detangler and shine product ever developed. Can be used wet or dry.
702820 8-oz.

A botanical oil-free, silicone-free, leave-on conditioning spray that maintains moisture balance within the hair shaft.

Marigold Spray
A natural botanical insect spray that contains an ingredient isolated from marigolds to provide a safe, non-insecticide repellent.

Mega-Tek Coat Rebuilder
Stimulates and promotes rapid hair and hoof growth without the use of synthetic polymers, oils, or petroleum-based products.

Premier Cream Rinse Conditioner
Developed specifically to condition rough, dry, brittle hair and make tangles disappear.

Survivor Detangler & Shine
Blend of ingredients creates the greatest detangler and shine product ever developed. Can be used wet or dry.

PREMIER SPRAY MARIGOLD SCENT
NON-TOXIC • ALCOHOL FREE • SILICONE FREE

A NATURAL BOTANICAL POWERFUL NEW
PREMIER SPRAY MARIGOLD SCENT
NON-TOXIC • ALCOHOL FREE • SILICONE FREE

Everyone loved the scent in our Marigold Spray, so we put the power of the Marigold Scent in our popular Premier Equine Rehydrant Spray. If you liked the natural benefits of using our Marigold Spray, try this great product.

NON-SLIP • CAN BE USED ON SADDLE AREA

FREE SAMPLING PROGRAM
1-800-526-7469
www.EQyss.com
Call for product information

GROOMING PRODUCTS
FIT FOR MAN OR BEAST
All EQyss Products are 100% GUARANTEED
Grooming

Aluminum Sweat Scraper
Aluminum arc smooth edges. 201023 $2.99

Sweat Scraper
Tough, durable polymer sweat scraper with thick rubber squeegee. 155387 $2.99

Bot Knife
Safe and efficient method to remove bot eggs. 100504 $4.95

Antibacterial Comb
155111 blue $1.59  155112 pink $1.59  155113 green $1.59  155114 purple $1.59

Scotch Curling Comb
Scotch type “curling” comb. Plated steel teeth with squeegee back; 6-in. blade. Wood handles. 5846 $14.95

Big Tooth Comb
Extra big and extra tough with large, easy-grip handle to pull through even the nastiest tangles. 50053 $3.95

Tangle Wrangler
Unique, flexing comb rows bend out and snap back to gently loosen the toughest tangles. 50054 $2.29

Plastic Grooming Brush
Made of wider, unbreakable vinyl-coated nylon. One side estimates the weight on horses or foals in both pounds and kilograms. Reverse side measures horse height in hands and centimeters. 703351 $4.99 each

Weight Tape
Made of wider, unbreakable vinyl-coated nylon. One side estimates the weight on horses or foals in both pounds and kilograms. Reverse side measures horse height in hands and centimeters. 703501 $4.99 each

Mud Brush
With leather strap and concho. Stiff bristles to help scrub off dried mud. 144121 $14.95

Horse Hair Brush
With leather strap and concho. 144122 $16.95

Soft Gel Curry Brush
Soft synthetic crimped bristles. Two-sided, soft antibacterial curry. 8 1/2” x 2 3/8” block with 2” trim. 5852 $8.95

Jolly Ball
No air needed to inflate. Cannot deflate this ball. 5845 $5.95

Grooming Kit in Gift Box
Everything you need for currying, washing, and grooming. This kit makes the perfect gift for any horse owner. 5807 $35.95

Grooming Kit
In a durable canvas bag with shoulder strap and full zipper. 5805 $46.95

Flexible Curry Comb
Great flexibility in a durable comb, with white with handles riveted to comb. 5847 $5.95

Shedding Blade
Stainless steel shedding blade with plastic handle. 155115 $7.95

Plastic Curry Comb
Plastic, non-aggressive comb. Suitable for all animals, even the most sensitive ones. Adjustable strap. Assorted colors. 201018 $1.59

Soft Grooming Brush
Soft synthetic crimped bristles. 8 1/5” x 2 1/5” block with 2” trim. 5844 $5.95

Grande Hair Body Brush
Tan block with dark green web strap. Horse hair with rice root. 5843 $7.95

Grip Fit Tampico Grooming Brush
Soft, natural white bleached Tampico bristles. For an extra finishing touch. 8 1/5” x 2 1/5” block with 2” trim. 5842 $8.95

Wild Things Grooming Brush
Medium, soft, crimped synthetic bristles. Assorted colors. 5809 $5.95

Grip Fit Grooming Brush
Very soft aqua-feel synthetic finishing bristles. 8 1/5” x 2 1/5” block with 2” trim. 5841 $7.95

Medium Soft Grooming Brush
Medium soft crimped synthetic bristles. Great show ring size. 6 1/2” x 2 1/5” with 1 1/2” trim. 5845 $5.95

Premium Leather Punch
Heavy duty deluxe, six-tube revolving hole punch. 155116 $27.95

Stiff Grooming Brush
Excellent water brush for washing, shampooing, removing coarse dirt and loose hair. Synthetic rice root bristles. 5841 $7.95

Flexible Curry Comb
For an extra finishing touch. 8 1/2” x 2 1/2” with 1 1/2” trim. 5844 $6.95

Medium Soft Grooming Brush
Medium soft crimped synthetic bristles. Great show ring size. 6 1/2” x 2 1/5” with 1 1/5” trim. 5845 $5.95

Soft Grooming Brush
Soft synthetic crimped bristles. 8 1/5” x 2 1/5” block with 2” trim. 5844 $5.95

Economy Leather Punch
1 revolving six-setting leather punch with anti-grit handles. 201011 $6.95

Grip Fit Grooming Brush
Very soft aqua-feel synthetic finishing bristles. 8 1/5” x 2 1/5” block with 2” trim. 5841 $7.95

Stiff Grooming Brush
Excellent water brush for washing, shampooing, removing coarse dirt and loose hair. Synthetic rice root bristles. 5841 $7.95

Sweat Scraper
Tough, durable polymer sweat scraper with thick rubber squeegee. 155387 $2.99

Economy Leather Punch
4 revolving six-setting leather punch with anti-grit handles. 201018 $1.59

Grooming Brush
With leather strap and concho. Stiff bristles to help scrub off dried mud. 144121 $14.95

Bot Knife
Safe and efficient method to remove bot eggs. 100504 $4.95

Antibacterial Comb
155111 blue $1.59  155112 pink $1.59  155113 green $1.59  155114 purple $1.59

Scotch Curling Comb
Scotch type “curling” comb. Plated steel teeth with squeegee back; 6-in. blade. Wood handles. 5846 $14.95

Combs
9-in. plastic comb $1.29  4-in. metal comb $1.95

Flexible Curry Comb
Great flexibility in a durable comb, with white with handles riveted to comb. 5847 $5.95

Soft Gel Curry
New-sliced, soft antibacterial curry. 155107 blue $4.95  155108 pink $4.95  155109 green $4.95  155110 purple $4.95

Grabber
With leather strap and concho. 144122 $16.95

Flexible Curry Comb
Great flexibility in a durable comb, with white with handles riveted to comb. 5847 $5.95

Soft Grooming Brush
Soft synthetic crimped bristles. 8 1/5” x 2 1/5” block with 2” trim. 5844 $5.95

Grande Hair Body Brush
Tan block with dark green web strap. Horse hair with rice root. 5843 $7.95

Grip Fit Tampico Grooming Brush
Soft, natural white bleached Tampico bristles. For an extra finishing touch. 8 1/5” x 2 1/5” block with 2” trim. 5842 $8.95

Wild Things Grooming Brush
Medium, soft, crimped synthetic bristles. Assorted colors. 5809 $5.95

Grooming Kit
In a durable canvas bag with shoulder strap and full zipper. 5805 $46.95

Grooming Kit in Gift Box
Everything you need for currying, washing, and grooming. This kit makes the perfect gift for any horse owner. 5807 $35.95

Flexible Curry Comb
Great flexibility in a durable comb, with white with handles riveted to comb. 5847 $5.95

Shedding Blade
Stainless steel shedding blade with plastic handle. 155115 $7.95

Curry Comb
Spiral stainless steel curry comb with satin handle. 5815 $6.95

Premium Leather Punch
Heavy duty deluxe, six-tube revolving hole punch. 155116 $27.95

Grooming Brush
With leather strap and concho. Stiff bristles to help scrub off dried mud. 144121 $14.95

Bot Knife
Safe and efficient method to remove bot eggs. 100504 $4.95

Antibacterial Comb
155111 blue $1.59  155112 pink $1.59  155113 green $1.59  155114 purple $1.59

Scotch Curling Comb
Scotch type “curling” comb. Plated steel teeth with squeegee back; 6-in. blade. Wood handles. 5846 $14.95

Big Tooth Comb
Extra big and extra tough with large, easy-grip handle to pull through even the nastiest tangles. 50053 $3.95

Tangle Wrangler
Unique, flexing comb rows bend out and snap back to gently loosen the toughest tangles. 50054 $2.29

Plastic Grooming Brush
Made of wider, unbreakable vinyl-coated nylon. One side estimates the weight on horses or foals in both pounds and kilograms. Reverse side measures horse height in hands and centimeters. 703351 $4.99 each

Weight Tape
Made of wider, unbreakable vinyl-coated nylon. One side estimates the weight on horses or foals in both pounds and kilograms. Reverse side measures horse height in hands and centimeters. 703501 $4.99 each

Mud Brush
With leather strap and concho. Stiff bristles to help scrub off dried mud. 144121 $14.95

Horse Hair Brush
With leather strap and concho. 144122 $16.95

Soft Grooming Brush
Soft synthetic crimped bristles. 8 1/5” x 2 1/5” block with 2” trim. 5844 $5.95

Classic Grooming Brush
The 7 1/5” x 2 1/5” block is designed to fit the hand. Tan block with dark brown web strap. Palmyra fiber 1 1/5” trim. 5844 $6.95

Medium Soft Grooming Brush
Medium soft, blue crimped synthetic bristles. Assorted colors. 5817 $11.95

Horse Hair Body Brush
Tan block with dark green web strap. Horse hair with rice root. 5843 $7.95

Grip Fit Grooming Brush
Very soft aqua-feel synthetic finishing bristles. 8 1/5” x 2 1/5” block with 2” trim. 5841 $7.95

Stiff Grooming Brush
Excellent water brush for washing, shampooing, removing coarse dirt and loose hair. Synthetic rice root bristles. 5841 $7.95
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**Oster Grooming Supplies**

**Oster Brush Pink Stiff**

- **Part #**: 714875
- **Price**: $13.95

**Oster Brush Finishing**

- **Part #**: 714876
- **Price**: $16.95

**Oster Comb for Mane and Tail**

- **Part #**: 714879
- **Price**: $6.95

**Oster Hoof Pick**

- **Part #**: 714880
- **Price**: $4.95

**Deluxe Pet Clipper Kit**

- Kit includes clipper oil and step-by-step instructions.
- **Part #**: 100924
- **Price**: $39.95
- **Part #**: 100926
- **Price**: $18.95

**Pro Animal Clipper Kit**

- Kit includes four comb attachments, clipper oil, and step-by-step instructions.
- **Part #**: 100925
- **Price**: $89.95

**Ear Trimmer**

- **Part #**: 155364
- **Price**: $11.95
- **Part #**: 155354
- **Price**: $23.95

---

**MARIGOLD SPRAY**

- **Product #**: 201031
- **Price**: $3.95

**GROOMING MITT**

- Assorted colors: red, black, royal, hunter, and purple.
- **Part #**: 201031
- **Price**: $3.95

**Hoof Pick with Brush Combo**

- **Part #**: 714820
- **Price**: $16.95

**New Oster Brush Set**

- 7 pc. set, blue
- **Part #**: 4411
- **Price**: $69.99

**New Oster Brush Set**

- 7 pc. set, pink
- **Part #**: 4412
- **Price**: $69.99

**Ultimate Hoof Pick**

- Tackle your worst packed-in mud, dirt and snow with ease.
- **Part #**: 714820
- **Price**: $16.95

**Hoof Pick**

- Stainless steel pick with a vinyl-coated handle.
- **Part #**: 350
- **Price**: $1.59

---

**Oyster Curry Comb Coarse**

- **Part #**: 714877
- **Price**: $10.95

**Oyster Brush Mane and Tail**

- **Part #**: 714878
- **Price**: $12.95

---

**Pro Animal Clipper Kit**

- Perfect for complete home dog grooming as well as horses’ heads, ears, muzzles, and fetlocks.
- **Part #**: 100925
- **Price**: $89.95

---

**Pro Animal Hoof Care**

- **Part #**: 155354
- **Price**: $23.95

---

**Pro Animal Ear Care**

- **Part #**: 155364
- **Price**: $11.95

---

**MAGNOLIA SPRAY**

- **Product #**: 201031
- **Price**: $3.95

---

**EQyss Grooming Supplies**

- **Part #**: 100924
- **Price**: $39.95
- **Part #**: 100926
- **Price**: $18.95

---

**New Oster Brush Set**

- **Part #**: 4411
- **Price**: $69.99

---

**Oster Brush Pink Stiff**

- **Part #**: 714875
- **Price**: $13.95

---

**Pro Animal Pink Stiff**

- **Part #**: 714875
- **Price**: $13.95

---

**Hoof Pick**

- Stainless steel pick with a vinyl-coated handle.
- **Part #**: 350
- **Price**: $1.59

---

**Pro Animal Hoof Pick**

- **Part #**: 714880
- **Price**: $4.95

---

**Pro Animal Mane and Tail**

- **Part #**: 714878
- **Price**: $12.95